
PRESS NOTE 

 The SLCCCI meeting for Rabi 2018-19 was chaired by              

Sri C. Parthasarathi, IAS, APC and Prl. Secretary to Govt. , 

Sri. Rajath Kumar, I.A.S OSD to Dharani, the SLBC, 

Insurance companies and Government officials have attended 

the meeting on 21-08-2018 at D Block, Secretariat. 

 

 Sri C. Parthasarathy, IAS, APC and Prl. Secretary to Govt 

stated that State Government has released an amount of 

Rs.293.03 crores towards state share premium subsidy for 

Kharif and Rabi 2015-16 under NAIS and Kharif 2017 under 

PMFBY and requested the insurance companies to settle the 

claims to a tune of Rs.750.00 crores by 10th of September or 

one week after release of Central share by GOI. 

 

 Further instructed the Insurance companies to furnish district 

wise, mandal wise and village wise details of claims and list 

of the farmers benefitted to the Government by 25-08-2018, 

to enable to display the lists in the Villages to improve the 

penetration level of PMFBY scheme in the next season. 

 

 The Bankers were also requested to expedite the process of 

uploading of the farmers details for Kharif 2018 in the 

PMFBY portal by 24th August 2018. 

 

 The APC & Prl. Secy. also requested the implementing 

Agencies to settle the claims for the crops damaged by 

Hailstorm and heavy rains during February to May 2018.  



 The following Crops are approved in SLCCCI for notification 

during Rabi 2018-19: 

    1. Rice (VIS)                 6. Ground nut 

    2. Jowar (UI)                 7. Sunflower 

    3. Maize                        8. Bengal gram 

    4. Green gram                9. Chillies 

    5. Black gram                 10. Onion    

                       11. Mango (RWBCIS) 

 The SLCCCI has approved the following cut off dates for 

loanee and non loanee farmers for Rabi 2018-19. 

 

Rice, Jowar, Blackgram, Sunflower       

        Greengram, Groundnut, Redchilli           31-12-2018  

        Onion (8)  

Maize       : 15-12-2018  

Bengal gram      : 30-11-2018  

Mango     (RWBCIS)   : 15-12-2018  

 The APC & Prl. Secy. Requested the bankers to speed up the 

lending of crop loans as the crop loan disbursement is very 

slow (40%) i.e Rs.10215 crores  during this season.   

 

 Sri. Rajat Kumar, I.A.S has addressed the Bankers and 

answered the queries raised by the Bankers with regard to the 

Dharani portal and reviewed the log in activations of all the 

Bank branches which will facilitate the accessibility of Land 

Revenue Records for disbursement of Crop Loans.  


